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LIFT Year 2 Project Report, September 2012
WP1: Theory, Algorithms and Optimization

1 Summary of Work

During the second year of the project, our theoretical and algorithmic work (WP1) continued on the principled study of
the geometric, safe-zone (SZ) framework for monitoring massive distributed data streams. In a nutshell, our research has
focused on significant developments and extensions of the SZapproach, scoping its applicability and theoretical limitations,
developing non-trivial adaptations of the SZ paradigm in novel, diverse application domains, and incorporating novelprivacy
mechanisms and policies in SZ monitoring. More specifically, the main objectives of our work in the context of WP1 for
the second year of LIFT can be summarized as follows:

• Generalizations of the SZ Method:Developing an extended algorithmic framework for safe zones that generalizes the
original geometric approach (based on spherical/ellipsoidal bounding regions). A key goal here is the characterization
of safe zones that can be more directly defined over the domainof the monitored function, and are provably optimal
under viable, well-defined notions of optimality.

• Scope and Complexity of the SZ Method:Studying the scope of the distributed-monitoring problemswhere our SZ
approach can be employed, as well as the theoretical characterization of its computational complexity.

• Novel Application Domains:Applying the SZ distributed-monitoring paradigm to novel classes of complex functions
and real-life problems, and significantly extending the range of SZ applications to new, important domains, including,
for instance, complex distributed queries and distributedmachine learning.

• Privacy: Developing novel theoretical foundations and algorithmictools for incorporating privacy mechanisms in the
geometric monitoring paradigm.

In the following subsections, we further elaborate on each of the above project goals, highlighting our main WP1
research accomplishments during this past year.

1.1 Generalizations of the SZ Method

Geometric Monitoring using Sketches and Local Prediction Models. Our recent work on (1) extending the geometric
monitoring method withlocal prediction models, and (2) novel sketch synopses (termedECM-sketches) for querying dis-
tributed sliding-window data streams have appeared inACM SIGMOD’2012[5] and VLDB’2012[10] (respectively), the
two premier international forums for database research in 2012. (Both pieces of work were attached as “working papers” in
LIFT’s 2011 deliverable D1.1.) Journal versions of both papers are in preparation for submission to top database archival
journals. Furthermore, our 300-page survey article on synopsis data structures for massive data sets has appeared in Issues
1-3 of the 2012 Volume ofFoundations and Trends in Databases[4], and we are currently in discussions about possibly
extending the survey into a book.

Finally, our preliminary work on distributed approximate query tracking using AMS sketches (discussed briefly in
Deliverable D1.1) has been significantly extended with novel, efficient algorithms that deal with the complex cases of
general join and range queries, as well as new experimental results over real-life data sets that demonstrate the benefits of
our approach. A working paper discussing these results is inpreparation for submission to a premier database conference [1].

Novel Safe-Zone Monitoring Algorithms based on Convex Covers. The key idea of defining asafe zone (SZ)as a convex
subsetC of the monitored function’s admissible region significantly generalizes our earlier work on geometric monitoring
(based on spherical/ellipsoidal bounding regions), and allows for distributed monitoring solutions that areguaranteedto
perform better than the earlier geometric approaches.

In very recent work [8], we have presented a novel theoretical and algorithmic framework for SZs based on the key
technical idea of defining a convex SZ through the representation of the complement of the admissible region (i.e., the
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Figure 1:SeparatingS, a convex subset of the inadmissible re-
gion, from the reference pointp. H(p,S), the safe-zone defined
by this separation, is optimal in the sense that it contains every
other convex setC which separatesp from S, and such that the
distance ofp from C’s boundary is equal to the distance ofp
from S.

Figure 2: If the complement of the admissible region is the
union of the two convex setsS1,S2, thenH(p,S1) separatesp
from S2. Hence there is no need to intersect withH(p,S2), and
C can be defined asH(p,S1), and the cover is redundant.

inadmissibleregion) as aunion of convex sets. This allows us to separate each of these sets from the reference point by
a hyperplane passing through the (unique) point in that set which is closest to the reference point (Figure 1). We can
then define a notion of“non-redundant” cover, in which no convex (inadmissible) set is separated by the hyperplane of a
different set (Figure 2), and prove a version of optimality for the resulting SZ, which is defined as the intersection of all
resulting half-spaces.

We have formally shown that this novel definition of a convex SZ set alwayscontains the SZ corresponding to the
bounding spheres approach, thus always guaranteeing better monitoring performance. An additional bonus is that our
newly defined SZs, being defined by the intersection of half-spaces, are easier to test for inclusion/exclusion than the
previously defined sets (which often required solving a complex optimization problem over the spheres), thus reducing
not only communication overhead but also the computationalcomplexity at the nodes. We have managed to construct
such convex-cover decompositions for monitoringrange and norm queriesthrough AMS sketches, which give rise to
complicated, non-linear and non-monotonic functions, andhave obtained experimental results with real-life data sets that
verify the effectiveness of the approach. In our ongoing andfuture work, we plan to extend this novel monitoring paradigm
to other functions, deriving efficient, general methods forcomputing convex-cover decompositions.

Geometric Monitoring in Hierarchical and Decentralized Architectures. In our ongoing research, we have tackled the
problem of threshold monitoring in hierarchical environments, such as sensor networks or peer-to-peer systems. Due to
their structure and the routing of messages through parent nodes, hierarchies offer additional opportunities for efficient
threshold monitoring, since violations at local nodes may be balanced at higher levels of the hierarchy, thus avoiding the
need for frequent global synchronizations. We have designed novel protocols in which nodes manage to “autobalance”
their local violations by maintaining only part of their local change vectorδ , while “pushing” the remaining node change
to parent/children nodes in the hierarchy. The performed operation exhibits correctness, as when any change is removed
by a node, then an equal change (δ vector) is added to other nodes in the network. Moreover, theautobalance operation
can be performed by enforcing that the node (after keeping only part of its initial change vector) no longer exhibits a local
violation.

Several interesting issues arise, including, for instance, the choice of direction (up or down) and the number of child/parent
nodes for balancing a local violation, determining the “best” balancing nodes, and efficiently performing network-wide syn-
chronization at the root (i.e., coordinator). For the synchronization question, in particular, we propose the notion of a “lazy”
synchronizationmode. In this mode of operation, the root node of the hierarchy does not request the local data vectors from
all nodes, but proactively attempts to balance the violation by computing a new estimate vectore′ = e+ δ/n, whereδ
denotes the change vector of the root node, andn denotes the number of nodes in the hierarchy. This new estimate vector
is then disseminated to the network, and any node that receives it checks whether it exhibits a local violation. If no local
violation exists, then the synchronization phase has been completed successfully. Otherwise, nodes with local violations
try to balance them at higher levels of the hierarchy, which may eventually lead to the coordinator initiating a standard
synchronization phase. Our initial experimental evaluation has demonstrated that the vast majority of root violations can be
resolved using the lazy synchronization mode, leading to a significant reduction in the amount of transmitted messages.A
paper on these extensions of the geometric approach to hierarchies is under preparation for submission to a premier database
conference.

More recently, we have also initiated a research effort on applying the geometric and SZ monitoring techniques infully
decentralizedarchitectures. Our ongoing research in this direction aimsto develop novel monitoring algorithms exploiting
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ideas from distributed systems and epidemic (“gossip”) protocols.

1.2 Scope and Complexity of the SZ Method

In our working paper [7], we have studied the computational complexity of the SZ design problem, proving that, if differ-
ent data distributions are allowed at the system nodes, the question of assigning optimal safe-zones is intractable. More
specifically, the problem is shown to beNP-hard and inapproximable even for the simple case of two nodes when general
safe zones are allowed and, for more than two nodes, even if the data is one-dimensional and the safe zones are restricted
to be intervals. The paper [7] (currently under submission at IEEE ICDE’2013) significantly extends an earlier working
paper (submitted in deliverable D1.1) with a rigorous statistical analysis of the data and a study of methods to reduce the
total amount of messages passed in the system, especially during the initialization phase (which requires computing optimal
safe-zones) and the hierarchical clustering stage for effective violation resolution.

Our more recent work [2] on the violation resolution problemaims to explicitly minimize communication when a local
data vector breaches its safe zone. The general problem of determining the minimum resolving set is shown to be intractable
(i.e.,NP-hard). Still, we have defined two distinct practical approaches for violation resolution – one based on attempting to
balance the violation with random nodes, and another based on trying to match nodes which are more probable to remedy
each others’ SZ violations. As our experimental results demonstrate, our matching-based method can give considerable
gains in terms of communication overhead, especially in thecase of highly-correlated data across nodes.

Finally, we have recently initiated a principled exploration of the scope of our SZ approach for distributed function
monitoring. We have proved thatany functionover the union of the nodes’ local data vectors can be expressed as a function
of the average of appropriately augmented data vectors. Forexample, given two nodes with local data vectorsv1,v2, they can
be augmented to(2v1,0),(0,2v2) (where0 stands for the zero vector of the same length asv1,v2). The average vector is then
simply(v1,v2) and, therefore, any function on the union of coordinates ofv1,v2 can be expressed as a function on the average
of the (augmented) local vectors. For many nodes, however, this approach may run into problems, as the dimensionality
of the augmented local vectors explodes, making it very difficult to find efficient safe zones. Our ongoing work tackles the
question of efficient representations, i.e., how to minimize the additional components in the local data vectors and andhow
to efficiently compute the resulting safe-zones. We have obtained some initial results on a more efficient representation
for polynomial functions, which (according to the Stone-Weierstrass theorem) can beused to arbitrarily approximate any
function on a compact domain; hence, our results can be applied when the domain of the monitored function is bounded.

1.3 Novel Application Domains

Monitoring Fragmented Skyline Queries. Algorithms for efficiently constructing and maintainingskylines(i.e., the set
of Pareto-optimalmulti-dimensional objects) in distributed systems have been widely studied in recent years (see [6] for
a recent survey). All proposed algorithms, however, require that there exists a single point of reference for each object -
a single node - where the vector corresponding to the object is maintained. For a number of real-world applications, such
as maintaining the skyline of cities with the most extreme weather situations (temperature, humidity, wind, etc.), this is an
unrealistic constraint, since the values of each object, i.e., the weather statistics for each city, are typically determined by
aggregating values over a large number of sensors/stationsdispersed throughout the city. We term this new, challenging
type of distributed skyline queriesfragmented skylines.

In our recent work [9], we give the first algorithmic results on the important problem of monitoring continuous frag-
mented skyline queries. Our proposed monitoring algorithms rely on intelligently decomposing the fragmented skyline
problem into a set of threshold-crossing queries, which aresubsequently monitored at each of the participating nodes by
employing the geometric/SZ method. Note that the power of the geometric method allows us to support skylines on gen-
erated, functional dimensions (e.g., the variance of temperature values throughout the city) defined over data fragmented
across (possibly) several distributed nodes. Still, a key concern here lies in thenumber of threshold queriesto monitor, since
a naive scheme could end up with as many asO(N2) queries (whereN is the number of objects in the data set). Thus, we
propose several new ideas for drastically reducing the number of monitored threshold queries while guaranteeing the correct
skyline result. Through an extensive experimental evaluation, using both real and synthetic data, we examine the applicabil-
ity and efficiency of our proposed algorithms, and compare itto the naive alternative of sending all updates to a coordinator
for maintaining the current skyline. Our experimental results demonstrate significant performance improvements overthe
baseline algorithm, which easily reachtwo orders of magnitudefor most data sets.

Distributed Model Tracking. In our recent work, we have employed the geometric method as akey building block for
developing a communication-efficient protocol fordistributed online prediction, which is based on monitoring the variance
of a set of local models. In distributed online prediction, high-frequency streams of data vectors are observed by different
local learners such as computers in a cloud or nodes in a sensor network. Each of these learners maintains its own local
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prediction model in order to provide a real-time service (e.g., online advertisements or trade recommendations). While syn-
chronizing these local models can increase the predictive performance, the required communication is prohibitive. Earlier
work introduced static synchronization protocols, which are designed for learning stationary concepts and reduces commu-
nication volume by some fixed amount as compared to complete data centralization. In contrast, we propose a dynamic
protocol that aims to directly minimize communication and that can also be applied to track non-stationary concepts. The
idea is to skip model synchronization whenever the varianceof the local models is smaller than a certain threshold. While
this approach maintains high responsiveness in dynamic learning phases, it allows to completely avoid communication in
phases in which the system is relatively stable. We show thatthe predictive regret of this approach is bounded for many
common choices of classification and regression tasks, suchas SVM. We also confirm this insight empirically on synthetic
dynamic data sources as well as on a real-world data stream from the short message service Twitter. The dynamic protocol
outperforms the static approach in terms of both predictivepower and communication reduction. A paper on this work is
currently under preparation for submission to a major data-mining conference.

Monitoring Cluster Quality. Other recent work has applied the LIFT paradigm to the problem of clustering monitoring in
dynamic contexts. The general problem is instantiated to a scenario where the goal is to monitor driving profiles for (private)
car drivers, each profile being defined as a cluster of driverswith similar features. As long as the dispersion of a cluster
(measured by the standardsum of squared errors) does not increase above a certain threshold, the cluster isconsidered
valid, since the drivers who comprise it are still followingsome common driving profile. The geometric approach is used
here to allow each individual to limit the updates he/she sends to the controller only to those cases where his/her changes
might significantly affect the overall dispersion of the cluster. Since the center of a cluster can undergo considerablechanges
during the monitoring, we have incorporated a dynamic modelwhich predicts the motion of the cluster center of gravity,
thus allowing the geometric approach to exploit it to produce more effective safe zones. This approach can be generalized
to other problems, and holds for every shift-invariant measure of the cluster. Reducing communication in this scenariois
an important task also due to privacy. On this front, additional protection measures are being investigated, based on data
perturbation of local vectors, in order to limit the information that an attacker can infer about individuals participating in the
monitoring task. We have recently began running experiments and preliminary results confirm the applicability and validity
of the proposed methodology. A submission to a major data mining conference is planned for the beginning of the project’s
third year.

1.4 Privacy

Another recent line of work, explores the effective integration of safe-zones with the powerful paradigm ofdifferential
privacy. Differential privacy is a formal definition of privacy thatensures that the outcome of a computation is only
marginally affected by each individual’s information. Each exchange of information incurs only a small and controlled
loss of privacy. However, in continuous settings, where information exchange extends over time, small losses of privacy
accumulate over time periods. To limit loss of privacy, at some point in time, data exchange must be ceased. In this work,
we show how techniques for efficient communication can be applied to allow privacy-preserving exchange of information
between peers in a distributed system over longer periods oftime. A standard tool of differential privacy is the addition
of noise to data which must be communicated. We have also incorporated another mechanism, which perturbs not just the
data but alsothe safe zone itself, by means of the morphological operations of erosion and dilation. Our theoretical analysis
proves that this algorithm preserves privacy also during “silent rounds” (in which the local data vectors remain withintheir
safe zones and no broadcast is required). We are currently atthe stage of testing the algorithm on real data.

2 Overview of Key Relevant Publications

The attached publications cover some of the key theoreticaland algorithmic developments of the safe-zone approach devel-
oped in the project’s second year. (Note that other LIFT publications in 2012 include [3] and [4], both of which appeared in
near-final form in LIFT’s 2011 D1.1 deliverable for WP1.) A short summary follows:

1. Paper [5] (inACM SIGMOD’2012) explores the utility of prediction models within the geometric monitoring frame-
work and the benefits local stream distribution estimators can provide in terms of communication savings. An ex-
tended version of this paper is under preparation for archival journal submission.

2. Paper [10] (inVLDB’2012) introduces new sketching structures and algorithms that allow effective summarization
and querying of distributed sliding-window data streams with probabilistic accuracy guarantees. An extended version
of this paper is under preparation for archival journal submission.
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3. Paper [1] (improved version of an earlier working paper, to be submitted) studies the integration of local AMS sketch
summaries and the geometric method for the approximate tracking of inner-product (i.e., join) queries over massive
distributed data streams.

4. Paper [8] (working paper, to be submitted) develops the theoretical and algorithmic framework for designing efficient,
provably optimal safe zones through convex-cover decompositions.

5. Paper [7] (improved version of an earlier working paper, under submission toIEEE ICDE’2013) studies the general
problem of safe zones under a general setting, were each nodecan be assigned a safe zone tailored to the distribution
of its data. The complexity of this general problem is studied and it is proved to beNP-hard in most interesting cases,
and some initial steps are taken towards a practical solution.

6. Paper [2] (working paper, to be submitted) studies the problem of efficient violation resolution. While the problem
of determining the minimum resolving set is shown to beNP-hard, the paper proposes novel, practical solutions that
exploit local data distributions to minimize the cost of theresolution process.

7. Paper [9] (working paper, to be submitted) develops novelalgorithms based on geometric/SZ monitoring ideas for
the challenging problem of trackingfragmented skyline queries.
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